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Artforum May 21, 2018



LAURE PROUVOST TO REPRESENT FRANCE AT 2019 VENICE BIENNALE



French video and multidisciplinary artist Laure Prouvost will represent France in the Fifty-Eighth Venice Biennale, which will take place from May 11, 2019 to November 24, 2019. The French minister of Europe and foreign affairs, Jean-Yves Le Drian, and the French minister of culture, Françoise Nyssen, who are both members of the pavilion’s selection committee, said that Prouvost’s work is a “reflection of the dynamism of the French art scene.” Born in Lille in 1978, the artist studied in the United Kingdom and now lives and works in London and Antwerp. Known for her immersive and mixed-media installations that often address miscommunications and how things get lost in translation, Prouvost was awarded the Turner Prize in 2013 for her video installation Wantee, which featured a fictional film about her grandfather that was displayed in a recreation of



her grandparents’ living room. Two years earlier, she received the Max Mara Art Prize for Women. A major solo exhibition of the artist’s work, titled “Ring, Sing and Drink for Trespassing,” will open at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris on June 22, and a selection of her moving image installations is currently on view in the show “Laure Prouvost: They Are Waiting For You” at the Bass Museum of Art in Miami, which runs until September 2.
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY ART SENSATION LAURE PROUVOST WILL REPRESENT FRANCE AT THE 2019 VENICE BIENNALE



French artist Laure Prouvost poses with her work Wantee, a video installation set in a mock tea party, after she was announced as the winner of the 2013 Turner Prize. Photo by Peter Muhly/AFP/Getty Images.



The French ministry of culture has announced that the Turner Prize-winning artist Laure Prouvost will represent France in the 2019 Venice Biennale. The French minister of Europe and foreign affairs Jean-Yves Le Drian and culture minister Françoise Nyssen elected Prouvost after she was nominated by a selection committee. Her international career is “a reflection of the dynamism of the French art scene,” said a statement from the ministry of culture, which also lauded Prouvost’s ability to take on both intimate and universal subject matter in her work.



The French Institute is organizing the French pavilion at the 58th edition of the Venice Biennale, which runs May 11November 24, 2019. Hana Noorali, who has worked with Prouvost at Lisson Gallerysince the artist joined their roster last year, says that the gallery is “delighted” by the selection. “It is a huge honor and one we know she will take in her stride,” Noorali told artnet News. “It’s been incredible to watch and be part of her career developing, and to witness the success of her recent exhibitions, including earlier this year at Lisson Gallery New York. We are very much looking forward to working closely and supporting her as she takes on this milestone in her career.” Prouvost was born in Lille in 1978, though she studied in the UK and now lives and works in London, Antwerp, and out of a caravan in the Croatian desert. She is the third female artist to represent France on her own, following Annette Messager in 2005 and Sophie Calle in 2007. (The installation and performance artist Lili Reynaud-Dewar co-represented the country with Céleste Boursier-Mougenot in 2015.) Prouvost’s videos, installations, paintings, and tapestries experiment with notions of language and translation. Her multidisciplinary practice is often driven by narrative as she proposes alternative visions of the world, intertwining contemporary realities with fictional landscapes. Before winning the Turner Prize in 2013, she earned the Max Mara Art Prize for Women in 2011. Before her pavilion opens in Venice next year, Prouvost will take over Paris’s Palais de Tokyo, June 22-September 9, with a solo show titled “Ring, Sing and Drink for Trespassing.” She is currently the subject of a show of moving-image installations titled “Laure Prouvost: They Are Waiting For You,” which is on at the Bass Museum of Art in Miami Beach until September 2, 2018. Naomi Rea
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LAURE PROUVOST RÉPRESENTERA LA FRANCE À LA BIENNALE DE VENISE 2019 C'est une jeune artiste de la scène anglaise, déjà récompensée à ce titre par le Turner Prize en 2013 qui représentera la France l'année prochaine à la Biennale de Venise. Laure Prouvost, aux installations loufoques et touchantes dans le sillage dada et à l'autofiction onirique, succède à Xavier Veilhan qui avait transformé en 2017 le pavillon français, petit palais orné comme un boudoir, en laboratoire postmoderniste et en expérience musicale au long cours baptisée «Studio Veilhan».



Laure xx Prouvost, IDEALLY THIS SIGN WOULD TAKE YOU AWAY FROM HERE, 2016. Huile, collage et vernis sur panneau (30 x 40 x 2 cm) © Bertrand Huet / Tutti images Courtesy de l'artiste et Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris / Bruxelles. B.HUET-TUTTI



Voici venu le temps d'un elfe de l'art, plein d'humour et de contes. Née à Lille en 1978, Laure Prouvost s'est formée au Royaume-Uni et vit et travaille entre Londres et Anvers. C'est à Londres qu'elle a choisi de faire sa formation, de Central Saint Martins (1999-2002) à Goldsmiths College (2007-2010). La qualité de son œuvre et de sa jeune carrière lui ont valu de remporter le Max Mara Art Prize for Women en 2011 et le Turner



Prize en 2013. Laure Prouvost est désormais représentée par les galeries Nathalie Obadia (Paris, Bruxelles), Lisson Gallery (Londres, New York) et carlier/gebauer (Berlin) et a exposé dans de très nombreuses et prestigieuses institutions culturelles internationales.



Laure Prouvost, savant désordre et humour provocant. Courtesy de l'artiste et Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris_Bruxelles



Juste pour 2017, elle a notamment enchaîné The wet wet wanderer, au Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam, PaysBas, They are waiting for you, au Walker Art Centre, Minneapolis avec l'Experimental Media and Performing Arts Centre (EMPAC), Troy, USA, Softer and rounder so as to shine through your smooth marbeleln, à SALT Galata, Istanbul, Turquie, puis à la Serpentine Sackler Gallery, Londres, et enfin Wot hit talk, au Centre for Contemporary Art Laznia, CCA, Gdansk, Pologne et sur la High Line Art, New York. Le Palais de Tokyo lui consacrera une exposition personnelle du 22 juin au 9 septembre 2018, intitulée Ring, Sing and Drink for Trespassing . Après Camille Henrot l'automne dernier, jeune star couronnée à Venise avec sa vidéo Grosse fatigue, artiste cotée représentée par la Galerie Kamel Mennour et vrai phénomène depuis son exposition fleuve Dog Days qui enthousiasma le public et partagea les critiques, c'est donc



un deuxième tourbillon féminin qui devrait prendre possession de ce temple de l'art contemporain, même si l'espace qui lui est dévolu est plus classique: l'Argentin qui fait tisser des milliers d'araignées, Tomás Saraceno, prendra la succession de Camille Henrot... «C'est le choix de faire confiance à l'artiste de la scène française la plus inventive de sa génération, qui a déjà un très beau parcours international et que le Turner Prize a distinguée, il y a 5 ans. Laure Prouvost est très fière de représenter la France en 2019 à Venise. Elle est déjà en pleine réflexion!», commente, depuis Tirana, sa galeriste française Nathalie Obadia qui l'a exposée avec Looking at you looking at us à Paris en 2017.



Loufoquerie et art conceptuel au programme avec Insecure Metal Man, 2015. Technique mixte, métal, écran, vidéo (05'02”) 216 x 56 x 50 cm © Bertrand Huet / Tutti images Courtesy de l'artiste et Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris / Bruxelles. Laure Prouvost Courtesy Galerie Nathalie Obadia



Laure Prouvost est un improbable mélange franco-britannique, une artiste à la fois conceptuelle et littéraire, un tempérament et un mystère. Il se dégage d'elle à la fois simplicité et sophistication. Décoiffée avec art, court sur les côtés comme un militaire, dru sur le dessus comme un zazou, riant à gorge déployée dans la Salle



des fêtes à l'Élysée, elle était la jeunesse incarnée au pays des costumes gris, lorsqu'elle fut décorée par le président François Hollande de l'ordre national du Mérite, en septembre 2016. Cette fausse Anglaise, née en 1978 à Croix, aux portes de Lille, respirait l'assurance radieuse d'une fille de bonne famille, comme son patronyme, lié à l'histoire de l'industrie du Nord, l'indique. Le comité a particulièrement retenu «sa capacité à se saisir de sujets aussi intimes qu'universels qu'elle déploie dans l'espace en usant de médiums extrêmement divers». Laure Prouvost joue, souligne-t-il dans son communiqué officiel, de la fiction et d'un rapport très personnel au langage et à sa traduction pour raconter avec humour et poésie son rapport aux choses, au corps et à la vie». Le Pavillon français est mis en œuvre par l'Institut français, opérateur du ministère de l'Europe et des Affaires étrangères et du ministère de la Culture. Jean-Yves Le Drian et Françoise Nyssen «saluent le travail de Laure Prouvost dont la carrière internationale est à l'image du dynamisme de la scène artistique française dont elle sera l'ambassadrice pour la 58e édition».



Laure Prouvost, Into All That Is Here, 2015. Video HD 9'42'' (Édition de 5 + 2 EA). Courtesy de l'artiste et Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris / Bruxelles. Courtesy de l'artiste et Galerie Nathalie Obadia, Paris / Bruxelles



Valérie Duponchelle



connaissance des arts May 22, 2018



LAURE PROUVOST REPRÉSENTERA LA FRANCE À LA 58E BIENNALE D’ART DE VENISE Le Pavillon français de la prochaine Biennale internationale d'art de Venise, qui se tiendra du 11 mai au 24 novembre 2019, sera signé Laure Prouvost. Jean-Yves Le Drian, ministre de l’Europe et des Affaires étrangères, et Françoise Nyssen, ministre de la Culture, ont choisi Laure Prouvost pour représenter la France à la 58e Biennale internationale d’art de Venise, qui se déroulera du 11 mai au 24 novembre 2019. Retenue sur proposition d’un comité de sélection, l’artiste aura pour tâche de concevoir le pavillon français en mettant à profit « sa capacité à se saisir de sujets aussi intimes qu’universels qu’elle déploie dans l’espace en usant de médiums extrêmement divers ». Née à Lille en 1978, Laure Prouvost travaille entre Londres et Anvers. Diplômée du Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design (2002) et du Goldsmiths College (2010) de Londres, l’artiste développe une œuvre éminemment singulière, jouant « de la fiction et d’un rapport très personnel au langage et à sa traduction pour raconter avec humour et poésie son rapport aux choses, au corps et à la vie ». Représentée par les galeries Nathalie Obadia (Paris, Bruxelles), Lisson Gallery (Londres, New York) et carlier|gebauer (Berlin), elle expose régulièrement dans de prestigieuses institutions culturelles internationales (Walker Art Centre de Minneapolis, Whitechapel Gallery de Londres, le Centre Pompidou à Paris, etc.), tandis que ses œuvres continuent d’intégrer différentes collections publiques à travers le monde (MAC/VAL de Vitry-sur-Seine, Kunsthalle Luzern, Suisse, ou encore The Red Brick Art Museum de Beijing, Chine). Après avoir reçu le Max Mara Prize for Women en 2011, Laure Prouvost est la première artiste française à être lauréate du Turner Prize, en 2013. Comptant parmi les artistes les plus reconnus de la scène contemporaine internationale, elle a organisé sa première exposition personnelle en France en 2014, à la galerie Nathalie Obadia, et investit le Palais de Tokyo dès le 22 juin prochain avec sa nouvelle exposition « RING, DRINK AND SING FOR TRESPASSING ». Anne-Sophie Lesage-Münch



The Art Newspaper May 22, 2018



FROM EVA ROTHSCHILD TO LAURE PROUVOST: WOMEN TO MAKE THEIR MARK AT VENICE BIENNALE 2019 FEMALE ARTISTS ARE SET TO REPRESENT AUSTRIA, FRANCE, IRELAND AND THE UK AT THE 58TH EDITION OF THE EXHIBITION



Laure Prouvost © The artist More participants have been announced for the Venice Biennale 2019 (11 May-24 November), with female artists due to represent France, Austria, Ireland and the UK. The multimedia artist Laure Prouvost, who won the Turner Prize in 2013, will fly the flag for France, the French Ministry of Culture has announced. The first solo exhibition of her work at a major institution in Paris launches at the Palais de Tokyo this month (22 June-9 September). “As an artist, I often like to lose control, just allude to certain things, so that everyone can form their own interpretation,” Prouvost says. Her film Wantee (2013) featured a fictional grandfather who apparently befriended the German Dadaist Kurt Schwitters.



The artistic director of the 2019 Venice Biennale will be the director of London’s Hayward Gallery, Ralph Rugoff. Gareth Harris



Elephant 28 February 2018



Studio Visit: Laure Prouvost “I am mostly looking to bring a bit of weirdness to the world. Humour can be a means of saying things that are harder to articulate: you can be provocative.” Former Turner Prize winner Laure Prouvost invites Jess Saxby into her Antwerp studio to talk word-play and social media delusion ahead of her Lisson Gallery show opening in New York.



Laure Prouvost is the dream interviewee. Despite diligently responding to my questions with serious and insightful descriptions of her working processes, and conceptually unpacking some of her more opaque works, she remains playful. One seemingly serious response is interjected with a wry digression from under a raised eyebrow: “As you know, I now live in the middle of the Croatian desert.” Reality shows otherwise. We are here in her Antwerp studio, where she has lived for the last three years with her partner and their two young children. But this diversion from the perceived truth is what underpins much of Prouvost’s practice; she is fascinated by the blurring of fiction and reality and, in the age of Donald Trump, what could be a more prescient topic?



If I’ve counted correctly, you had at least four institutional exhibitions last year, as well as other gallery shows, performances, screenings and talks. Can you talk about your rate of production and your rhythm of working? The speed of the world is something that is quite overwhelming in some ways, but at the same time I think I run best on adrenaline: I’m kind of like a fox! There is nonetheless a lot of teamwork involved; I could never do what I do on my own. My work is always produced through interactions with curators, my assistants, and various other people around me. It can become a mode of production that is closer to the film industry in some senses.



A lot of preparation goes in before each show, but what really works for me is when I can spend time at the location before the opening in order to really respond to the space. A lot of my pieces are created in situ. I suppose it is another way of me dealing with such a quantity of work. It’s interesting to hear you compare your team to a film crew. How has your practice expanded over the years? I used to be very scared of large-scale anything; I enjoyed intimacy, sharing ideas with people who came to visit, even if it was only fictional intimacy. But scaling up has become easier and I am enjoying it now. It helps to work with different people on different elements of a piece. For example, to produce a huge sculpture is to try and play with the ways in which people move around a space and the way the space itself is then perceived, which sometimes means that I work with a designer. On my side things are much more imaginary: I imagine how I could shift the dimensions of a space, but I also want to physically engage with occupying space.



Your work spans almost every single medium. How did you end up creating performances? I don’t really like making performances, but I was asked to create them a few times and they must have been good enough to have people wanting more! A lot of people think that my installations are very close to the performativity of the body and the way visitors interact with a space. But to make a performance is something else because people are sat and there is a strong division between performer and audience, and I found that tricky because my work is



all about pulling you in. I am trying to work out how to break down this divide. “The speed of the world is something that is quite overwhelming in some ways, but at the same time I think I run best on adrenaline: I’m kind of like a fox!” How has physical space become so important for you as an artist whose main domain is film and sound? Film and video are still my main mediums, but it is the demands of society that have controlled me! When I began to exhibit, it was only really at festivals or in places like the Tate screening rooms, but then I got invited to exhibit in more three-dimensional spaces and the work had to change. I also began to take an interest in the barriers between video and what then remains—the relics. You are sat on one of the props that I filmed; it is the sofa on which my granddad met his first love… or something like that. These are relics of fiction that in their new life become more real and start to beg the question of where reality feeds in and out, like when dreams become more real than what we experience in reality.



This blending of reality and fiction is no longer just an artist’s concern; it is something that has become politicized, with Trump, with social media, with the advent of virtual reality… I think it is all one thing. For me, it all blends. Social media is an interesting phenomenon: you create a character, like in a work of fiction, and you put forward an image you want to present. It is insecurity that morphs into a character. But it is at the same time



very creative. It is when you lose yourself in it that it becomes complex. I do think this is also something we’ve always done though, only now it’s more visible. We imagine ourselves a certain way but we have no idea how others perceive us. We need others to realise this projection of our character, and then we lose control. What is the importance of language for you? This idea of identity coming from observation by others reminds me of the title of your last Paris show “Looking At You Looking At Us” — how do these titles inform your work? Words are something I struggled with a lot when I was younger. Language is not something I feel comfortable with, I suppose that’s why I decided to make art, but I still constantly go back to words. With “Looking At You Looking At Us” it is about the critical power that the viewer (rightfully) has, but the anxiety that that induces. I often play with this idea of the object itself becoming as sensitive as a person, as if they are anxious about their history and their future—Will I be put into storage again? Am I going to be thrown out? What is my value in this world? — it speaks of direct exchanges between viewer and object as well as the vulnerability of the object. But at the same time as being philosophical and complicated, it is supposed to be cynical and funny: obviously human interactions are so much more gratifying than talking to a machine.



Yet these machines (wire sculptures with LED TVs for heads, broadcasting intimate messages) are able to elicit almost genuine emotion in the viewer.



I think the power of the voice is that it has a real intimacy. These sculptures are also very direct, they say “I love your trousers today”; it’s cheesy the way they try to please. It kind of corresponds to the way that we are building relationships with machines these days. The washing machine is a robot that we’ve had around for a long time, and we’re getting more used to their presence and getting more intimate in our relationships with them. These sculptures are also funny because they look so redundant compared to the talking gadgets that we really engage with. “We imagine ourselves a certain way but we have no idea how others perceive us. We need others to realise this projection of our character, and then we lose control.” Your work can be read as socially engaged, but you prefer to speak of humour. What is the role of humour in your work? I am mostly looking to bring a bit of weirdness to the world. Humour can be a means of saying things that are harder to articulate, you can be provocative, or address things that you wouldn’t otherwise be able to deal with. Some of this humour comes from my relationship with language; because English is not my mother tongue, I question every word that I speak, and when you have this kind of distance with a language, you are able to play around with it more and question its form. You can be more creative with it and you can misuse it. It creates a kind of conceptual humour. I think there is another layer to this as well when you are a foreigner in a different country, there is a further degree of separation, and you are slightly removed from society. This space can be creative; you can observe from the outside. I think it’s interesting to bring into view things that you might have been misunderstood, or are in the process of understanding. It seems like you are trying to subtly subvert the space that the art world is handing to you. Yeah, it’s an elitist place, and I enjoy bringing misunderstanding and complexity to that.



Do you see it as your role as an artist to enact these small subversive gestures? People might not think that my work is at all political but I think that the imagination is political; freedom of speech is political in the way I’m reinterpreting things and re-transcribing things. The most important thing in my work is to provoke the way of the world, to question the norms, to try and understand why we think a certain way. Maybe my work is also supposed to confuse a little bit rather than just give answers. I’m happy if there is a little bit of provocation, if I’ve questioned the way you’ve been thinking, or even if it just provokes a feeling; if you feel extremely liberated or happy or confused then I am happy. Activism in art doesn’t have to be literal. I think if our activist act can be something that engages the imagination then that’s great. I think that even the act of bringing people together in an art space to grow these questions can be very liberating.



What about the act of creating, do you personally find that a liberating force? No. But I love creating. I don’t think I could live without questioning the world in this way. But it is also really hard work. Ideally this interview will make visible what you have misunderstood. Photography © Estelle Parewyck
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Laure Prouvost LISSON GALLERY, New York March 9–April 14, 2018 by ALAN GILBERT



Eager to see the art in Laure Prouvost’s first solo exhibition at Lisson Gallery in New York, visitors might breeze through its central installation: Uncle’s Travel Agency Franchise, Deep Travel Ink. NYC (2016–18). Situated at the entrance to the gallery, it looks like an unkempt and outdated version of an art gallery’s normally pristine front desk featuring a guest book, a stack of press releases, and a 3-ring binder containing an artist’s curriculum vitae and relevant press materials. Instead, Prouvost has surrounded the gallery attendant with promotional airline posters, maps, a bookshelf lined with travel guides, a coat rack and umbrella stand, an outmoded printer, a dirty water cooler, and even the requisite framed family photo on the desk. To the right of this configuration is a table with two chairs and a ceramic teapot in the shape of a pair of buttocks that is the first explicit clue to the whimsy and weirdness of Prouvost’s art. The exhibition’s conceit is that all the work on display—including installation, sculpture, painting, textile, and video—is connected to this travel agency. Three other workstations feature stacks of plane-ticket receipts and travel magazines with the company name, “Deep Travel Ink,” printed on white labels affixed to their front covers. (Born in France, but currently living in London and Antwerp, Prouvost’s work revels in these kinds of puns and misspellings in English.) But in fact some of these pieces have been repurposed for the exhibition: one of the workstations is from 2012, and Uncle’s Travel Agency Franchise had a previous iteration at Museum für Moderne Kunst in Frankfurt am Main in 2016. While everything aims to fit within the rubric of a fictional office catering more to the imagination than actual destinations, at times the exhibition feels like a conglomeration of mini installations. Also tying the show together are works featuring Prouvost’s fictional family. Prouvost won the Turner Prize in 2013 for a film and installation (Wantee, 2013) dedicated to her grandfather, a conceptual artist and friend of Kurt Schwitters who lived in England’s Lake District in a shack under which he dug a tunnel, crawled into it, and disappeared forever.



This grandfather makes a cameo appearance at Lisson, as does his wife, who turns out to be a conceptual artist herself with two cheeky paintings—one featuring more buttocks—partly hidden behind heavy curtains. Then, of course, there is the uncle who supposedly runs the travel agency. None of these people are real; and despite this male presence, the female figure—and anatomy—predominates. One of the exhibition’s central pieces consists of a cluster of blown-glass pink breasts with red nipples that stream water into a basin in which small goldfish swim and two smartphones are sunk (We Will Feed You, Cooling Fountain [For Global Warming], 2018). More discreet breasts are attached to the metal stick figures with flat-screen heads sitting behind two of the travel agency workstations. “We can take you to different places,” utters one of these screens in a female voice, signaling the metaphoric intent of Prouvost’s vision. The tension is between staying on the surface and going deeper. There are numerous small details for the patient viewer to discover and plenty to be read on screens and more traditional materials: “IDEALLY HERE BE SOME STAIRS TO GET HIGHER” proclaim white letters on a black wood panel titled after its text (2016). This dynamic between surface and depth is best represented by the two video installations. Overtly Freudian in referencing her grandfather’s tunnel, Into All That Is Here (2015) features footage of moving through dirt and soil accompanied by audio urging “dig deeper” before bursting into a sunny montage of flowers shot close-up to resemble female genitalia that in a few instances bees come to visit. The floor of the back gallery space housing this projected video is covered in soil, which may feel fecund, dirty, or something else, depending on one’s response to the work’s sexualized imagery. This is in contrast with the pale blue walls and neatly carpeted floor of the space containing the projected Monteverdi ici (2018). It features a naked woman outdoors with her back to the camera (more buttocks) making gentle movements with her arms. Flowers appear in this video as well, although this time they aren’t eroticized, and it ends with footage of a small child on a swing—perhaps the offspring of Into All That Is Here. Monteverdi ici moves away from the earlier video’s hetero-genital focus to return to the skin’s surface, with its long shot of the woman from behind. It also confirms a maternal element within the exhibition’s mix of female figures. Together, the two videos track a different trajectory than the travel agency’s fantastical journeys, while sharing their fragmenting approach to the female body. Alan Gilbert is the author of two books of poetry, The Treatment of Monuments and Late in the Antenna Fields, as well as a collection of essays, articles, and reviews entitled Another Future: Poetry and Art in a Postmodern Twilight.
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Sleek Summer 2017



Follow Me Down Laure Prouvost’s world is a wonderland of fantastic grandparents, ego museums and translated emotions



» I travel a lot. I feel like I am a plane. I feel very metallic, with my body spraying petrol all around the world. «



58



Features



well. I am motivated by thinking about what art is depending on who sees it. I am interested in the different emotions that it triggers. S



The show seems to focus on the visitor’s role, too.



LP Yeah, totally. There are no walls and none of it is finished, so you have to finish the walls in your head. But a lot of my work in general, like any artwork, cannot exist without someone looking. I hope to engage visitors as contributors in order to re-imagine the space, so this opens up a lot of direct exchange. S



In a way this makes your work quite vulnerable, a



Behind the lobby doors, the pepper is in the right eye, 2016 Installation view, Kunstmuseum Luzern



theme that’s also manifest in your 2015 film, “Into All That Is Here”. It’s a video



Interview by Rachael Vance



thing and it has been pretty sad for me



that deconstructs basic hu-



with Brexit. London has a nasty taste.



man experiences through



I am more or less living underground,



a combination of noise,



looking into histories in general. Turner Prize-winning French artist Laure



S



Your exhibition at the HangarBicocca,



Prouvost animates real life encounters that



“GDM – Grand Dad’s Visitor Center”,



spark memories and associations. Using a net-



reflects this. It draws upon a story



work of ambiguous signifiers, she mystifies



you’ve referenced – a ‘family history’ –



and tantalises, drawing audiences deep into



about your grandfather in several



her work. Indeed, the experience of her art is



works, including your 2013 Turn-



like that of Alice going down the rabbit hole,



er-winning installation “Wantee”, and



where words, images and sounds carry unex-



your 2015 exhibition “Burrow”. He was,



pected, and sometimes startling, meanings.



imagery and words. LP



I was trying to translate emotion, [as well as] the subconscious of my



you claim, an artist and contemporary



(Left) Photography by Michaël Smits (Right) Photography by Marc Latzel



of Kurt Schwitters, who disappeared Late one afternoon on a cold winter’s day in



down a hole he’d dug under the hut he



her studio in Antwerp, Prouvost called SLEEK



lived in. You’ve never said who he was,



to discuss the strange logic of her aesthetic universe, as well as her current shows at



but perhaps that’s part of your strategy. LP



The show is an extension of previous



the HangarBicocca in Milan and the Kunst-



works. I started collecting money to



museum Luzern in Switzerland. The results



make a visitor centre for my grandfa-



were curious, to say the least.



ther. It was my grandmother’s idea. She really wanted to do it in the hope of



SLEEK



Many people have



him coming back, so he could see how



become familiar with your work



much everybody loves him and that he



since you won the Turner Prize. You



was the best artist. Essentially, a big



spent many years living in the UK.



ego museum. [It also] plays a lot with



Do you feel British?



the idea of the amateur, [and] the idea of the outsider. Perhaps you know



LAURE PROUVOST I travel a lot. I feel



Facteur Cheval, who made the Palais



like I am a plane. I feel very metallic,



Idéal du Facteur Cheval temple in



with my body spraying petrol all



France? It was inspired by a similar de-



around the world. I feel European. In



sire to create and leave something on



terms of nationality, Europe was a big



the planet. I make art for this reason as



Vulcano Paradise, 2016 Installation view, Kunstmuseum Luzern 59
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GDM – Grand Dad’s Visitor Center, Installation view, Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan, 2016



» Film sort of competes with life. However, the sweat of my hand will never be the same in a show. «
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(Left Page) Photo by Agostino Osio. Courtesy the artist and Pirelli HangarBicocca (Right) Photography by Blaise Adilon. Courtesy the artist and Collection FRAC Bourgogne



After, After, 2013, Installation view, Lyon Biennale



» My work, like any artwork, cannot exist without someone looking «



grandfather. I wanted to explore ideas



slowly sliding up a path, taking you



of pleasure and anxiety. There was a lot



higher. In the end, you are kind of free



of metamorphosis in this piece. Sud-



from it all.



denly you are digging into this hole,



S



ther’s fanciful background story, words



sect in a cocoon that comes out and



are central to these works. Indeed, the



wants to swallow everything it sees,



idea that language frames our experi-



and then slowly dies, consumed by



ences – and visa versa – seems to be



consuming. It’s a comment on humanity and the way we consume images. S



LP



From the playful titles, to your grandfa-



and then assuming the view of an in-



your central preoccupation. LP



I think you are right. It is close to



The specificity of your exhibitions is



some kind of poetry, but I am not try-



also seems important. For instance,



ing to articulate and say, ‘This is what



variations of your show at the Kunst-



it is.’ It is more like one possibility,



museum Luzern, “And She Will Say:



one vision of one experience. I think



Hi Her, Ailleurs, to Higher Grounds...”,



that this is also the case with film.



were also staged in Dijon and Frank-



Film sort of competes with life. How-



furt, but with slightly different ideas.



ever, the sweat of my hand will never



[The exhibition] is more like a narra-



be the same in a show. How do you



tive between three institutions. The



present so many elements in life? But



theme was very much about ‘escaping’



film can also enhance. You can com-



in an abstract sense – [an] idea of hav-



press time, like a can of emotions.



ing to let go of something and start



That is quite fascinating, but it doesn’t



something else. It was first [shown] at



always work.



Le Consortium in Dijon, entitled “Dropped Here and Then, to Live, Leave it All Behind”. Then at the MMK in Frankfurt, [it was] called, “All behind,



Shovels, 2015 Installation view, Kunstmuseum Luzern



We’ll Go Deeper, Deep Down and She Will Say”, [where it went] really deep into the earth, sort of boiling over like a volcano. The exhibition design was



Kunstmuseum Luzern, “And She Will Say: Hi Her, Ailleurs, To Higher Grounds…”, until 12 February 2017 “GDM – Grand Dad’s Visitor Center”, Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan, until 9 April 17
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GDM - Grand Dad's Visitor Center, 2016 Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan Courtesy of Laure Prouvost and Pirelli Photo: Agostino Osio



Text SAM STEVERLYNCK



Since winning the Turner Prize in 2013, French visual artist Laure Prouvost has familiarised the world with the quirky universe in which she combines film and installation in a most idiosyncratic way, which is as alienating as it is humoristic. This is certainly the case with the immersive installations she’s currently showing at the HangarBicocca in Milan and the Witte de With in Rotterdam. For the latter, the artist has translated a sequence from her video The Wanderer into a post-apocalyptic landscape where not only does it rain indoors but the fountains also spout vodka. DAMN° had a chat with Prouvost to survey her creative imaginings.



Setting tongues wagging



The fantastical world of Laure Prouvost
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The Wanderer, 2013 God First: Hairdresser / Gossip Sequence Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milan, 2016 Photo: Agostino Osio



the wet wet wanderer, 2017 Para | Fictions series Witte de With, Rotterdam



the wet wet wanderer, 2017 Para | Fictions series Witte de With, Rotterdam



THE FRENCH artist Laure Prouvost, based in London and Antwerp, is known for her wacky videos and installations. Take Wantee, about the life of her fictitious grandfather, a conceptual artist said to be a close friend of Kurt Schwitters and who allegedly disappears one day while digging a tunnel that links his studio to Africa. As if the video in itself was not crazy enough, Prouvost added an installation to complement it, consisting of, amongst other things, a long table with pottery and teacups sculpted in the shape of bottoms alongside plenty of other awkward items, all beckoning visitors to attend this bizarre tea table. Much to her own surprise, the piece was not only shortlisted for the Turner Prize in 2013 but even won it. In The Wanderer, a feature film in seven sequences, Prouvost adapted a motion picture very loosely based on a translation from German into English of a novel by Kafka made by her artist friend Rory Macbeth. This was not just your average translation, however, as the friend does not speak a word of German and did not



In Prouvost’s world, Kafka’s protagonist, Gregor Samsa, has become an alcoholic writer who writes his texts using a real squid and – surprisingly enough – makes a living working in an African hair salon. “It is all about the clash of cultures and about misunderstandings”, Prouvost informs. The artist shot the entire film three or four years ago over a course of a couple of months. “It consists of seven sequences. For each of these, I followed another concept and used another location. You have the Wet sequence, the Drunk sequence, and the Time sequence. For the Drunk sequence, it is not only the people who appear drunk but also the shaky camera. In Witte de With, I am showing the Wet sequence, which was filmed in a pub in Dalston (London) where it was constantly raining, and the characters sitting inside are soaked. When Witte de With commissioned me to make an exhibition, I decided to use this sequence, as I had never put it into an installation before. I thought it might be great to do a very wet show in this current situation where everything is falling apart. And Trump is not really helping. In it, the carpet is full of water and there is water dripping from the windows. It’s raining inside instead of outside, which creates a semi-apocalyptic landscape. It’s not the most joyous installation but there’s a lot of humour. It’s quite a sad show, in a way, as if the room is crying and saying: What have we done to the world?”



use a dictionary, hence exercising his poetic license to the full. Continuing this game of layering and miscommunication, Prouvost decided to put the sequences of her film into a series of immersive installations. She has presented these in various venues in the world from Toronto to London, and now also in Milan and Rotterdam. “My work is about translation and miscommunication”, she says, with a rather strong French accent. “I went into art because I felt I was inarticulate and unable to use words. I thought that this way I could fully express myself. But then I realised I use a lot of text in my work and I talk non-stop. I love playing with language and I use it as a tool for the imagination. Being a foreigner in London, I’m an outsider who doesn’t speak the ‘right’ English, which creates miscommunication.” With her personal story as a backdrop, it was no surprise that Prouvost was intrigued by Macbeth’s mistranslation of Kafka. “As his translation was already quite surrealistic, I decided to take it a step further by adding another mistranslation. I placed the main characters in everyday life, sometimes using lines from his book.”



Wantee, 2013 HD video and mixed media Dimensions variable Schwitters in Britain exhibition Tate Britain, London Photo: Lucy Dawkins / Tate



LAURE PROUVOST



Courtesy of Laure Prouvost and carlier | gebauer, Berlin
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98 A Way to Leak, Lick, Leek, 2016 Film (1st edition), resin, variable objects, plants, TV monitor Dimensions variable Le Consortium, Dijon, France Photo: André Morin
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the wet wet wanderer, 2017 Para | Fictions series Witte de With, Rotterdam



laureprouvost.com



Into all that is here, 2015 HD video, 9'42" Courtesy of Laure Prouvost; carlier | gebauer, Berlin; Nathalie Obadia, Paris



LAURE PROUVOST



Pirelli HangarBicocca Milan, Italy Until 09 April 2017 hangarbicocca.org



GDM – GRAND DAD’S VISITOR CENTER



Witte de With Rotterdam, The Netherlands Until 02 April 2017 wdw.nl



THE WET WET WANDERER



When entering the Witte de With Centre for Contemporary Art, you see that the walls in the main room have been blackened and dirtied. A bit further along there is a kind of container that functions as a bar. It’s a shiny blue bar with metal stools and it features, in neon, ‘Citizens of God, men are truly stuck’, a line taken from Macbeth’s translation. Inside, black vodka is pouring out of fountains, adding to the dark atmosphere. “As the bar is visible from the street, I’m playing a bit with the Witte de Withstraat, with all its bars and cafes”, Prouvost explains. “It’s a kind of bar where there could be prostitutes hanging around. The audience is invited to drink and join in. There is also a fish tank in the space, through which you can view the film. Objects are connected to the narrative and function like relics. When you’re at the bar, you look at those objects like they are artworks. And then you realise that you’re almost part of it yourself, like an actor.” The Wet sequence was one of the few that Prouvost hadn’t yet tackled. “I’ve made installations of almost all of the sequences by now. God First Hairdresser / Gossip Sequence was first shown in Toronto and is also included in my exhibition in Milan. While you watch the film, you can get your hair cut. For the Drunk sequence – shown at the International Project Space (IPS) and Art Exchange in England – the screen was almost falling down onto the audience. The Time sequence Again, A Time Machine consisted of a series of labyrinths and was presented at Spike Island in Bristol.” As the Golf/ Authority Sequence still hasn’t been turned into an installation, there is more to look out for. Who knows what will next spurt forth from Prouvost’s wild imagination. ◊
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